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Load, and λ/8-length Cable as Source Impedances
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Abstract—Noise parameters are a set of four measurable
quantities which determine the noise performance of a radio-
frequency device under test. The noise parameters of a 2-port
device can be extracted by connecting a set of 4 or more
source impedances at the device’s input, measuring the noise
power of the device with each source connected, and then
solving a matrix equation. However, sources with high reflection
coefficients (|Γ| ≈ 1) cannot be used due to a singularity that
arises in entries of the matrix. Here, we detail a new method of
noise parameter extraction using a singularity-free matrix that
is compatible with high-reflection sources. We show that open,
short, load and an open cable (“OSLC”) can be used to extract
noise parameters, and detail a practical measurement approach.
The OSLC approach is particularly well-suited for low-noise
amplifiers at frequencies below 1 GHz, where alternative methods
require physically large apparatus.

Index Terms—noise measurements, noise parameters, low-
noise amplifiers

I. INTRODUCTION

THE noise performance of a radio-frequency amplifier,
or other device under test (DUT), is commonly char-

acterized in terms of its noise parameters: a set of four real-
valued terms from which noise characteristics can be derived
for all input and output impedances [1]. Alternatively—but
equivalently—a “noise wave” representation may be used,
which defines noise in terms of incoming and outcoming
waves [2], [3]. Regardless of representation, the measurement
of noise parameters is an important task when determining and
optimizing the signal-to-noise performance of a radio receiver.

This article, we present two main results. Firstly, we rein-
troduce and expand on a matrix formulation for determining
noise parameters, which allows for sources with |Γs| ≈ 1
to be used. Central to this approach is a singularity-free
matrix formed from the reflection coefficients of four sources.
We show the relationship between the singularity-free matrix
and the traditional admittance-based matrix formulation [4],
then show that the singularity-free formulation yields smaller
measurement errors. Compared to standard techniques, no
change in measurement apparatus is required; as such our
approach can be used a substitute for the admittance-based
matrix formulation.

Secondly, we detail a cold-source technique for measure-
ment of noise parameters based upon the singularity-free
matrix formulation. Our measurement technique requires only
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a 1/8-wavelength coaxial cable and open, short and load
termination. A key feature of this technique is the use of open
and short source impedances, for which well-characterized
commercial offerings are readily available as part of precision
vector network analyzer (VNA) calibration kits. The technique
can be used with any unconditionally stable DUT, and is
ideally suited to low-frequency application (<1 GHz).

This paper is organized as follows. We first give an overview
of noise parameters (Sec. II) and matrix-based approaches
(Sec. III), then introduce a singularity-free matrix formula-
tion (Sec. IV). We then outline how noise parameters can
be measured using an open, short, load and 1/8-wavelength
coaxial cable as reference source impedances (Sec. VI and
VII). In Sec. VIII, we use our approach to measure the
noise parameters of a Minicircuits ZX60-3018G-S+ amplifier
across 50–300 MHz. The paper finishes with a discussion and
concluding remarks (Sec. IX).

II. NOISE PARAMETERS

In terms of source reflection coefficient Γs, or source
admittance Ys = Gs + jBs, the noise temperature T of a
2-port DUT can be expressed as :

T (Γs) = Tmin + T0
4RN
Z0

|Γs − Γopt|2

(1− |Γs|2) |1 + Γopt|2
(1)

T (Ys) = Tmin + T0
RN
Gs
|Ys − Yopt|2 (2)

T (Gs, Bs) = Tmin + T0
RN
Gs

[
(Gs −Gopt)

2 + (Bs −Bopt)
2
]

(3)

where T0 = 290 K and Z0 = 1/Y0 is the characteristic
impedance. T is comprised of the following noise parameters:
• Tmin is the minimum noise temperature, also commonly

expressed as the minimum noise factor, Fmin = (1 +
Tmin/T0)

• Yopt = Gopt + jBopt is the optimum admittance, or
equivalently, Γopt = γopt exp (jθopt) is the optimum
reflection coefficient.

• RN is the equivalent noise resistance. Alternatively, the
unitless quantity N = RNGopt may be used, which is
invariant under reciprocal lossless transformations.

There are several approaches to extract noise parameters
from measurements of the noise temperature T (Γs). In all
approaches, as there are four unknown (real-valued) noise
parameters, at least n≥4 independent measurements of T (Γs)
must be made. The noise parameters are then found by casting
the problem as a matrix equation (see Sec. III) or by equivalent
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Fig. 1. Diagram showing setup of a device-under-test (DUT) for noise
parameter measurements using the cold-source method. A set of four (or
more) reference source impedances Γs are connected to the DUT and T (Γs)
is measured with a noise receiver (RX). The noise figure of the DUT must
first be measured for a single source impedance, by using a calibrated noise
source.

least-squares methods. The loci of the n reference Γsi on the
Smith chart will form an “impedance pattern”, and it has long
been recognized that loci should be “well spread” across the
Smith chart [5], [6], [7], [8]. In general, a vector network
analyzer (VNA) is used to accurately measure Γs, and a noise
receiver is used to measure T (Γs), see Fig. 1.

While any four (or more) source impedances may be used,
impedance tuners are commonly employed as they offer a
convenient way to generate well-spaced impedances. We will
refer to the case in which four source impedances are used,
with a load (Γ = 0) selected as one source impedance, as
the “four-point” method. An alternative approach is to use a
source impedance which exhibits rapid phase wraps across
frequency, such as a long coaxial cable [9], [10]. Under
the assumption that the noise perfomance of the DUT does
not change appreciably across a small frequency range, the
phase wrapping may be used to effectively sample a range of
impedances across the Smith chart.

Regardless of approach, a well-characterized noise source
is required to calibrate receiver noise power measurements
(using the Y-factor method [11]). By inserting a two-port
impedance tuner between the noise source and the DUT, the
noise figure can be measured for different source impedances,
as required for noise parameter extraction. An alternative
“cold-source” technique can also be used, in which the noise
source is directly connected to the DUT and the noise figure
is measured, after which a set of passive source impedances
is connected to provide measurements at different source
impedances [12]. In the cold-source method, the noise figure
of the DUT is measured for only one source impedance—that
of the noise source—and one-port devices are used as source
impedances.

All variations of these approaches require that reflection
coefficients are not too large, due to a singularity (division by
zero) caused by the (1−|Γs|2) term in Equation 1. Himmelfarb
& Belostotski (henceforth HB16) [8] provides a mathematical
basis to show that one source impedance should be a 50Ω
load, and three (or more) reflection coefficients should satisfy
0.4 < |Γsi | < 0.9. By doing so, the well-spaced requirement
is met, and the (1− |Γs|2) singularity is not encountered.

At low frequencies (<100 MHz), the long cable approach
is troublesome, as the cable can become prohibitively long.
For example, an application to measure noise parameters

at 50–200 MHz for radio astronomy suggests the use of a
25 m cable [13]. Low-frequency impedance tuners are also
physically large, and can be prohibitively expensive.

III. MATRIX-BASED NOISE PARAMETER APPROACHES

The extraction of noise parameters from a DUT requires
connecting n≥4 reference sources and measuring the noise
output power spectra of the DUT using a receiver. The
reflection coefficients Γs, or equivalent admittances Ys, must
be known or measured for each source. In matrix notation,
the noise receiver measurements form a (n×1) vector t, the
Γs measurements form a (n×4) matrix A, and we wish to find
the (4×1) noise parameter vector t, which is related by:

Ax = t. (4)

To solve this (i.e. find t) requires inverting the matrix A−1

(if n=4) or forming the pseudoinverse A+ = (ATA)−1AT if
n >4:

x+ = A+t. (5)

The entries of the matrix A depend upon the formulation used,
of which there are a several. In Lane’s technique [4], the ith
row of A is formed from admittances:

AGi =

[
1,
|Ysi |

2

Gsi
,

1

Gsi
,
Bsi
Gsi

]
, (6)

and the vector x = [a, b, c, d]T , whose entries can be converted
into the four noise parameters by:

Tmin = a+
√

4bc− d2 (7)
RN = b (8)

Gopt =
√

4bc− d2/2b (9)
Bopt = −d/2b. (10)

An alternative formulation is found in [9], which defines a
matrix in terms of the magnitude γs and phase θs of Γs =
γsexp(jθs)

Aγi =

[
1,

1

1− γ2
i

,
γicosθi
1− γ2

i

,
γisinθi
1− γ2

i

]
, (11)

and noise parameters1 are obtained as

Tmin = a+
b+ ∆

2
(12)

RN =
∆

4Y0
(13)

γopt =

√
b−∆

b+ ∆
(14)

θopt = tan−1

(
−d
−c

)
, (15)

where ∆ =
√
b2 − c2 − d2.

1Note the minus signs in Equation 15 – omitted in [9] – are important to
ensure the correct quadrant is returned when using tan−1.
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IV. A REFLECTION COEFFICIENT BASED SOURCE MATRIX

When measuring noise parameters, the choice of source
impedances is crucial to minimize measurement error. In this
section, we introduce the matrix AΓ, and show that by using
AΓ in lieu of Aγ or AG yields lower measurement errors.

The invertibility of matrices Aγ and AG depends upon the
characteristics of the reference sources. Of the n reference
loci, one is almost always chosen to be the Γ = 0 reference
impedance. A singularity is encountered in the entries Aγ and
AG if |Γs|2 → 1, so open and short references cannot be used.

In Sutinjo et. al (henceforth SUT20) [14], it is shown
that the singularities in Aγ and AG can be removed after
multiplication by (1 − |Γs|2) [15], [14]. From Equation 1,
as |Γs| → 1 we see that T (Γs) → ∞ due to the (1 − |Γs|2)
term in the denominator. However, in the limit |Γs| → 1, we
have

lim
|Γs|→1

(
(1− |Γs|2)T (Γs)

)
= T0

4RN
Z0

|Γs − Γopt|2

|1 + Γopt|2
;

that is, the quantity (1 − |Γs|2)T (Γs) is non-zero. The two
matrices thus become:

AG
′

i = (1− |Γsi |
2
)

[
1,
|Ysi |

2

Gsi
,

1

Gsi
,
Bsi
Gsi

]
(16)

Aγ
′

i =
[
1− γ2

i , 1, γicosθi, γisinθi
]
. (17)

By removing the singularity, SUT20 provided a physical and
mathematical basis for why loci in the impedance pattern
should be “well spread”. For n = 4 measurements, the
matrix A′ is 4 × 4 and the maximum spread on the Smith
chart corresponds to maximizing the magnitude of the matrix
determinant |det|. SUT20 also show that the condition number
of the matrix A′ is strongly anti-correlated, and is minimized
for maximum |det|; in contrast, for un-regularized matrices, i.e.
AG and Aγ , the condition number is an unreliable predictor
[6].

Here, we highlight that AG
′
can be rewritten as

AG
′

i =
[
1− |Γsi |

2
, |1− Γsi |

2
, |1 + Γsi |

2
,−2Im(Γsi)

]
≡ AΓ

i .

(18)

A derivation of this result is provided in Appendix A. The
matrix AΓ, is numerically equivalent to AG

′
, but its entries

are simple expressions of Γs. As such, there is no need to
convert source reflection coefficients into admittances. Using
AΓ, the matrix relation becomes

AΓx = t′ (19)

x = [a, b, c, d]T (20)

t′ = (1− |Γsi |
2
)t (21)

where the noise parameters are related to the x = [a, b, c, d]T

vector by:

Tmin = a+
√

4bc− d2 (22)
RN = b/(Y0T0) (23)

Gopt = Y0

√
4bc− d2/2b (24)

Bopt = −Y0d/2b. (25)

The reverse relations are provided in Appendix B.
The source impedance matrix AΓ (Eq. 18) is a central result

of this paper. It can be employed in any noise parameter
extraction technique based upon AG by minor modification
to the matrix relation (Eqs.19–21). Similarly, the matrix Aγ ′
can be used in lieu of Aγ . We will now show that these
substitutions are well motivated as they minimize errors arising
from matrix inversion.

V. COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENT ERRORS

The propagation of errors in matrix inversion problems
is non-trivial, particularly if row entries are covariant [16].
Within each row of A, entries are indeed highly covariant as
they are formed from the same source admittance/reflection
measurement. Nevertheless, simple arguments about worst-
case scaling errors (i.e. propagation of relative errors due
to matrix inversion) can be made based upon the matrix
determinant.

It has been previously noted that higher |det| for A cor-
responds to lower absolute uncertainties [7]. SUT20 show
that the maximum possible |det| for AG

′
(and thus AΓ) is

41.57, when points are maximally spread; for the |Γs| < 0.9
case (required for AG) the maximum |det| < 27.7. This
suggests that AΓ has the potential to yield lower worst-case
scaling errors by allowing the use of reference sources with
|Γs| > 0.9.

Seemingly counter to this, HB16 argues that high-reflection
sources intrinsically introduce measurement uncertainties sep-
arate to scaling errors due to matrix inversion. To illustrate,
they use concentric noise circles of 0.1-dB around Γopt,which
when plotted on the Smith chart become denser toward the
edge. However, by scaling measurements by (1 − |Γs|)2, the
space between concentric rings is constant, negating this effect.

In four-point methods, several authors have noted that
measurement error is minimized when three of the source
impedances are purely real (i.e. the phase of Γ is 0◦, or 180◦),
and one impedance is located at 90◦ or 270◦ on the Smith chart
[6], [7], [17]. HB16 explains that this corresponds to forming
a matrix of source impedances that is diagonally dominant.

A previous study determined that errors do not increase
meaningfully as long as a minimum spacing of 30 degrees
between points in the impedance pattern is maintained [7].
This requirement is equivalent to setting a minimum accept-
able |det|; for AΓ, the requirement corresponds to |det| ? 15.5.
Using a similar argument, SUT20 suggests |det| ? 10.

To summarize, the selection of reference sources affects the
errors we expect due to matrix inversion. Errors are minimized
by maximizing |det|, and by choosing sources that correspond
to a diagonally dominant matrix. We now demonstrate that
for a given four-point pattern, measurement errors can be
improved just by choosing to use AΓ in lieu of AG.

To qualitatively compare how the choice of matrix A affects
errors, we ran a Monte Carlo simulation of a “toy” DUT
with Tmin = 200 K, |Γopt| = 0.3, θopt = 90◦ and N=0.25.
These values were chosen to be similar to those measured in
Sec. VIII for a Minicircuits ZX60-3018G-S+ amplifier. Using
the relations Appendix B, we converted noise parameters into
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Fig. 2. Scatterplot matrix showing noise parameter uncertainties for a toy
model DUT. Each scatter plot within the matrix visualizes the covariance
relationship between a pair of parameters. Points computed using the tradi-
tional admittance matrix AG are shown in black, and the reflection-coefficient
matrix AΓ in red.

a vector x, and then computed the measurement vector t = Ax
for both matrices AG and AΓ. The A matrices were formed
using an four-point pattern Γsi = (0, 0.9,−0.9, 0.96 90◦),
which has maximum spacing between loci on the Smith chart.

To simulate errors in Γs, we generated normally-distributed
0.1 dB magnitude and 1◦ phase offsets, then computed error-
corrupted noise vectors x̃ via:

x̃ =
(

Ã
)−1

t, (26)

where Ã is the source matrix with errors. This approach is
similar to that used by National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) for noise parameter uncertainty analy-
sis [18]. We ran this procedure 1024 times, then formed
scatterplot matrices of noise parameter estimates (Figure 2);
the scatterplot shows the covariance between parameters. We
find that the traditional approach with AG exhibits order-
of-magnitude larger uncertainties in the retrieved values for
N , |Γopt| and θopt, but smaller uncertainties on Tmin (i.e. if
covariance is ignored). We conclude that the removal of the
singularity as |Γs| → 1 does indeed lead to smaller errors due
to matrix inversion.

VI. USING OPEN AND SHORT SOURCE REFERENCES

In the previous section, we showed that for a given four-
point pattern, using AΓ in lieu of AG leads to smaller errors.
Here, we discuss the use of four-point patterns comprised of
highly-reflective sources, which cannot be used with AG.

The use of open and short impedances (Γop = 1 and Γsh =
−1 ) is well motivated by previous four-point studies, which
found that measurement errors are minimized when the phase

of Γs is 0◦, or 180◦ for three of the impedances [6], [7], [8].
In particular, HB16 identifies four regions on the Smith chart
in which measurements should be made: regions “B” and “C”
contain open and short loci, but the |Γ| < 0.9 requirement
precluded their use.

While using open and short maximizes |det| of A, leading
to smaller matrix inversion errors, we must also consider
the measurement accuracy for Γs. In general, fractional S11

measurement uncertainties on a given VNA are greater for
highly-reflective sources; this is a separate error term that runs
counter to maximizing |det|. Fortunately, physical models of
short and open are provided by calibration kit manufacturers,
and methods for precise and accurate measurement of these
standards are well understood [19], [20]. As such, physical
models of open and short sources can be used to characterize
Γopen and Γshort, to precision exceeding that possible by VNA
measurement alone.

Let us consider the case where ideal open, short and load
(Γld = 0) are used as reference sources, along with an
open 1/8-wavelength cable. A lossless open (or shorted) 1/8-
wavelength cable introduces a 90◦ phase shift (or −90◦), such
that Γcbl = ±1j.

For these four references, AΓ is

AΓ =


AΓld

1

A
Γop

2

AΓsht
3

AΓcbl
4

 =


1 1 1 0
0 0 4 0
0 4 0 0
0 2 2 ∓2

 . (27)

Note the entry A44 = −2 if an open cable is used, or +2
if a shorted cable is used. AΓ is invertible, with |det|=32 and
condition number cA = 5.62. The inverse (AΓ)−1

(AΓ)−1 =
1

4


4 −1 −1 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 ∓2

 . (28)

From this, the solutions to x = At′ are

a = t′ld − (t′op +′ tsh)/4, (29)

b = t′sh/4, (30)
c = t′op/4, (31)

d = (t′op + t′sh)/4∓ t′cbl/2, (32)

from which we note that 1) b and c are directly given by the
measurement of short and open standards, respectively; and
2) the load measurement is only required to compute Tmin, as
the A term only appears in Equation 22.

The matrix in Equation 28 is only correct at a central
frequency f0 = vc/λ0. For a 1/8-wavelength cable at a central
frequency f0 = vc/λ0, we can enforce a minimum |det| for
the AΓ matrix, and find a fractional bandwidth over which our
|det| requirement is satisfied. The phase of Γcbl is given by
θ(f) = 4πL/vcf , where vc is the velocity factor of the cable.
Setting |det|min=10, based on the recommendation of SUT20,
we compute a corresponding frequency range flow to fhigh :

flow = 0.2f0 (33)
fhigh = 1.8f0. (34)
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Or put another way, fhigh = 9flow, covering a 9:1 band. For
example, if f0 = 1 GHz, then the range over which |det| >10
is 0.2–1.8 GHz.

VII. AN OPEN-SHORT-LOAD-CABLE MEASUREMENT
METHOD

In this section, we present a practical method for noise
parameter extraction via the use of a load, open, short, and
an open 1/8-wavelength cable. In this method, which we call
“OSLC”, we form a measurement vector t’,which includes
a (1 − |Γs|2) term that naturally arises when measuring the
output power of a 2-port DUT. This term cancels out the
singularities inherent in previous methods that use matrices
AΓ and AG.

The OSLC method relies on the matrix AΓ (introduced in
Section 3), and requires the following:
• A calibrated noise source to generate “hot” and “cold”

temperature references, Thot and Tcold. The reflection
coefficients, Γhot and Γcold must be known or measured,
and should satisfy Γhot ≈ Γcold.

• A broadband load, open, and short, with known or
measured reflection coefficients Γld, Γop, and Γsht. Ad-
ditionally, an open cable (or other mismatch device) with
Γcbl ≈ ±1j. To minimize pickup of radio interference,
we recommend that the cable is placed inside an RF-
shielded box with an SMA feedthru connection.

• A radio receiver to measure power spectral density (PSD)
with linear response. The input reflection coefficient Γrx

should be known or measured, and the receiver must
have high reverse isolation (S12S21 ≈ 0) for the analog
component before the digitizer.

• A 2-port VNA to measure the S-parameters of the DUT,
and any unknown reflection coefficients. However, If
the DUT is highly directional and well-matched to the
receiver – such that |S12S21Γrx| ≈ 0 – only S11 is
required.

To show how the OSLC approach may be used, let us start by
considering a power measurement made by a radio receiver.
The power Ps measured at the output of a 2-port network with
scattering matrix [S], connected to a source impedance Zs and
load impedance Zrx (see Figure 1), is given by

Ps = DrxkB∆fGrxGDUT

(
Ts + Tn +

Trx

GDUT(Zs)

)
(35)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, ∆f is the noise equiv-
alent bandwidth, Tn is the noise temperature of the DUT
(when connected to Zs and Zrx), Ts is the noise temperature
of the source (Ts = Tamb for passive networks at ambient
temperature), and GDUT = GDUT(Zs) is the available gain
of the DUT. Here, Drx encompasses all (unknown) digital
conversion and gain factors within the receiver, assumed to
be linear.

The available gain [21], denoted here with G, of the DUT
is given by

GDUT(Zs) =
|S21|2

(
1− |Γs|2

)
|1− S11Γs|2

(
1− |Γout(Zs)|2

) . (36)

When connected to the source impedance Zs, the two-port
network will be mismatched with a reflection coefficient,
Γout(Zs):

Γout(Zs) = S22 +
S12S21Γs
1− S11Γs

. (37)

For a calibrated noise source with low reflection coefficient,
and requiring Γhot ≈ Γcold, we define Γns = (Γhot+Γcold)/2.
It follows that the ratio

Phot − Pcold

Thot − Tcold
= GrxGDUTkB∆ν. (38)

Where Grx is the available gain of the receiver’s analog
components. Referring to Figure 1, the receiver sees an input
impedance ΓDUT = Γout(Zs), which depends upon the source
impedance Zs. So, the total cascaded gain (as seen at the
receiver output) is given by Gcasc(Z) = GDUT(Z)Grx(Zout).
For a receiver (with high reverse isolation), the ratio

Gcasc(Zs)

Gcasc(Zns)
=

(
1− |Γs|2 |

)
(

1− |Γns|2
) |1− S11Γns|2

|1− S11Γs|2
|1− ΓrxΓout(Zns)|2

|1− ΓrxΓout(Zs)|2
.

(39)
We now define a scale factor α, which converts from power to
temperature units, and a mismatch factor Ms (similar to Eq.
30 of [14]):

α =
Thot − Tcold

Phot − Pcold
(40)

Ms =
(

1− |Γns|2
) |1− S11Γs|2

|1− S11Γns|2
|1− ΓrxΓout(Zs)|2

|1− ΓrxΓout(Zns)|2
,

(41)

and from Equation 35 we retrieve

αPsMs −
(

1− |Γs|2
)(

Ts +
Trx

GDUT(Zs)

)
=
(

1− |Γs|2
)
Tn.

(42)

Note that the terms G−1
DUT and Trx are dependent upon the

source impedance (Zs); however, for sources where |Γs| ≈ 1
and/or GDUT is large, the factor can be discarded, simplifying
to:

αPsMs −
(

1− |Γs|2
)

(Ts) ≈
(

1− |Γs|2
)
Tn. (43)

We may now form the measurement vector t′ by applying
calibration Equation 42 to our measured power Ps:

t′i =
(
αPsiMsi −

(
1− |Γsi |

2
)

(Tsi + G−1
DUT(Zs)Trx)

)
.

(44)
Specifically, if we connect a load, open, short, and a (lossless)
open 1/8-wavelength cable to a DUT, the noise parameters are
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DUT

To ADC

Fig. 3. Example measurement setup as used to extract noise parameters. A
DUT (Minicircuits ZX60-3018G-S+) is connected to a simple noise receiver,
consisting of commercially-available amplifiers, filters, and cables connected
to an ADC. The receiver starts with a semi-rigid cable, connected to a 3
dB attenuator to improve impedance matching. A pair of Minicircuits ZFL-
500HLN+ amplifiers provide ∼ 38 dB of gain, and a K&L Microwave
lowpass filter and SHP-50+ highpass filter isolate the 35–310 MHz band.
In the photo, an Agilent 346A noise source connected to the DUT.

retrieved via

x = (AΓ)−1


αPldMld −

(
1− |Γld|2

)
(Tamb + Trx

GDUT
)

αPopMop −
(

1− |Γop|2
)

(Tamb + Trx

GDUT
)

αPshMsh −
(

1− |Γsh|2
)

(Tamb + Trx

GDUT
)

αPcblMcbl −
(

1− |Γcbl|2
)

(Tamb + Trx

GDUT
)


(45)

=
1

4


4 −1 −1 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 −2




αPldMld − (Tamb + Trx

GDUT
)

αPopMop

αPshMsh

αPcblMcbl


(46)

where (AΓ)−1 is given by Equation 28; note that Mld ≈ 1.

VIII. MEASUREMENT EXAMPLE

We applied our technique to measure the noise param-
eters of a Minicircuits ZX60-3018G-S+ amplifier, across
50–250 MHz. The amplifier has a manufacturer-supplied noise
figure of 2.7–2.9 dB across the 50–250 MHz band, and a gain
of ∼ 25.5 dB. Here, we used an SMA-terminated 15-cm
RG-400 coaxial cable, with vc ≈ 0.69. Based on Equations
33 and 34, the nominal frequency range for this cable is
∼30–300 MHz. The |det| for the AΓ matrix using an open,
short, load, and 15-cm cable, is shown as a function of
frequency in Fig 4.

To generate hot and cold reference loads, we used a
Keysight HP346A noise source with an ENR of 5.56–5.49 dB
across 10 MHz to 1 GHz. As ENR is only quoted at intervals,
we use a 2-order polynomial fit to generate values across
50–250 MHz.

Measurements of power spectra were generated using a
custom receiver, based on a 14-bit Signatek PX1500-2 analog
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Fig. 4. |det| for the 4× 4 AΓ matrix formed from Γs measurements of the
reference sources, using an open 15-cm coaxial cable. As the relative phase
of Γcbl changes with frequency, the |det| is maximized at ∼ 140 MHz, close
to the ideal value of 32.
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Fig. 5. Measured power (uncalibrated) for the DUT (ZX60-3018G-S+)
connected to the load, open, short and cable references (top). Mismatch factors
Ms applied during calibration (middle). Calibrated entries (1−|Γsi |2)Tn in
the t′ vector (bottom).

to digital converter (ADC) running at 650 Msamples/s; the
noise performance of the receiver was characterized prior
to measurement. Power spectra were generated from ADC
samples via an autocorrelation spectrometer, which applies a
4096-channel Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), signal detection,
and time averaging. The receiver has a pair of Minicircuits
ZFL-500HLN+ amplifiers to provide an extra ∼ 38 dB of gain
before digitization, and a 50-MHz highpass filter (Minicircuits
SHP-50+) and K&L Microwave 300-MHz lowpass filter were
added at the ADC input as an anti-aliasing filter. The receiver
temperature, Trx, is 1350–1450 K across the band. We cap-
tured 60 s of data per measurement.

To measure reflection coefficients of the DUT, load, ca-
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Fig. 6. Noise parameters Tmin, N , |Γopt| and θopt for the DUT (Minicircuits ZX60-3018G-S+) extracted using the method detailed in Sec VII (black);
errorbars were determined using the Monte Carlo approach in V. For comparison, the SUT20 noise parameter measurement for the same model amplifier
(using a different technique and apparatus) are also plotted (red) [14].

ble, and the receiver, we used a Fieldfox N9915A VNA,
calibrated with an Agilent 85052D calibration kit. Passive
components were measured using a high (0 dBm) port power,
whereas lower power (-30 dBm) was used to measure the
[S] matrix of the DUT and Γrx. Measurements were saved in
S2P (Touchstone) format, and read using the Python package
scikit-rf2. To determine Γsh and Γop, we used a physical
model based on the Agilent 85052D calibration standard
definitions (see Appendix C).

Figure 5 shows the measure power Ps for the DUT with
the load, open short and cable reference sources (top panel).
The computed mismatch factors Ms (Equation 41) which are
applied during calibration (Equation 42) are shown in the
middle panel, and calibrated entries to the vector t′ are shown
in the bottom panel.

Based on the measurement vector t′ and 4 × 4 matrix
AΓ, we solve for the noise parameter vector x (Equation 20)
via matrix inversion x = (AΓ)−1t′ . We then solve for the
standard noise parameters via Equations 22–25. The derived
noise parameters Tmin, N , and Γopt are shown in Figure 6.
Errors are derived using the Monte Carlo approach detailed
in Section V, assuming VNA measurements of the coaxial
cable are accurate to ±0.1 dB in magnitude and 0.5◦ in phase.
Errors on the open, short and load impedance are modelled
as gaussian random variables, with uncertainties based upon
manufacturer-supplied electrical specifications [22].

Also plotted in Figure 6 are measurements from SUT20 [14,
Fig 12] of the same amplifier model. The authors followed
a different measurement methodology, involving a Focus
Microwaves CCMT-101 single-probe slide screw tuner and
Keysight PXA N9030A receiver. Note that 1) while the model

2www.scikit-rf.org

is identical, we did not use the same DUT and 2) uncertainties
in SUT20 were derived using a different approach, so cannot
be directly compared. Nevertheless, our results are in close
agreement with those presented in SUT20. A ≈ 15◦ offset
between θopt is apparent, which could be due to variation
between amplifiers or differences in operating conditions.

IX. DISCUSSION

Here, we have shown that the commonly-used admittance-
based matrix AG, after removal of its singularity, can be
rewritten as simple expression of reflection coefficients (AΓ,
Equation 18). We also show that uncertainties in noise param-
eter estimates due to errors in the source impedance matrix
A are significantly lowered by using AΓ instead of AG.
Combined, these suggest that singularity-free formulations of
A should be used where possible.

We have presented a straightforward method to measure
noise parameters using a broadband load, open, short, and 1/8-
wavelength cable as reference sources (“OSLC”). Our method
leverages a singularity-free matrix, to allow the use of highly
reflective reference loads. Specifically, our method allows for
open and short calibration standards to be used as reference
sources.

The ability to use highly reflective reference loads allows
the spread of loci in the Smith chart to be maximized, which
also maximises |det|, the magnitude of the matrix determinant.
It follows that highly-reflective references will yield lower
worst-case scaling errors due to matrix inversion. However,
the use of highly-reflective sources requires that the DUT is
unconditionally stable. Also, VNA measurements of highly-
reflective sources are prone to larger fractional errors (the
magnitude of which depend upon VNA specifications and

https://www.scikit-rf.org
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calibration approach). Physical models of open and short
circuits, as provided in VNA calibration kits, can be used in
lieu of VNA measurements and are more accurate; methods
for precise characterization of high-impedance references can
also be employed [19], [20].

The OSLC four-point method can be used across a range
0.2–1.8λ0, for a cable of length λ0/8. If a larger range is
required, one could use a set of cables with varying lengths
and repeat the process at different central frequencies. Alter-
natively, rows may be added to AΓ and the pseudoinverse may
be used when solving (Equation 5).

The OSLC method is well-suited to low-frequency ap-
plication (<1 GHz), as the only source impedances are a
1/8-wavelength cable and a VNA calibration kit: both are
accessible and affordable. Approaches that leverage rapid
phase wrapping [9], [10], [13] may require lengths of cable
that are unwieldy or prohibitively long at low frequencies.
Admittance tuners, which are rated down to a half-wavelength,
are comparatively expensive and physically bulky.

The OSLC method is more practical than previous ap-
proaches for in-situ measurement in the field using a portable
VNA and spectrum analyzer. On the flip side, at higher
frequencies, a 1/8-wavelength cable may become prohibitively
small. Precision airlines offer very low loss and may be a
suitable alternative; nevertheless, further research is needed
to validate comparable methodologies at millimeter frequen-
cies. Modifications to the approach may also be needed for
single-transistor DUTs, which can be poorly matched at low
frequencies.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF AΓ

To show that AG
′

i = AΓ, we note that

|Γs|2 =

(
Y0 − Ys
Y0 + Ys

)(
Y0 − Ys
Y0 + Ys

)∗
(47)

where * denotes the complex conjugate, such that Y ∗s = Gs−
jBs. Equation 47 simplifies to:

|Γs|2 =
Y 2

0 − 2Gs + (G2
s +B2

s )

Y 2
0 + 2Gs + (G2

s +B2
s )
. (48)

Similarly, we may rewrite ΓsI with the same denominator by
multiplying through by 1 = (Y0 + Y ∗s )/(Y0 + Y ∗s ):

Γs =

(
Y0 − Ys
Y0 + Ys

)(
Y0 + Y ∗s
Y0 + Y ∗s

)
=
Y 2

0 − j2Y0Bs + (G2
s +B2

s )

Y 2
0 + 2Gs + (G2

s +B2
s )

.

from this, the following four quantities can be rewritten into
terms that share the denominator of Equation 48:

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1029/2011RS004962
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/jnm.2039
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/jnm.2039
https://books.google.com.au/books?id=JegbAAAAQBAJ
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-2649-2
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1− |Γs|2 =
4Gs

Y 2
0 + 2Gs + (G2

s +B2
s )
. (49)

|1− Γs|2 =
4(G2

s +B2
s )

Y 2
0 + 2Gs + (G2

s +B2
s )

(50)

|1 + Γs|2 =
4Y 2

0

Y 2
0 + 2Gs + (G2

s +B2
s )

(51)

Im(Γs) =
−2Y0Bs

Y 2
0 + 2Gs + (G2

s +B2
s )
. (52)

Using these three identities(
1− |Γs|2

)
Gs

=
|1 + Γs|2

G0
(53)(

1− |Γs|2
) |Ys|2
Gs

= G0 |1 + Γs|2 (54)(
1− |Γs|2

) Bsi
Gsi

= −2Im(Γs) (55)

We thus have that AG
′

= AΓ (setting Y0 = G0 = 1).

APPENDIX B
REVERSE RELATIONS

The reverse relations for Equations 22–25 are:

a = Tmin − 2RNT0Gopt (56)
b = RNT0Y0 (57)

c =
RNT0

Y0
(G2

opt +B2
opt) (58)

d = −2RNT0Bopt. (59)

These reverse relations are used in Section IV to simulate noise
parameter measurements.

APPENDIX C
OPEN AND SHORT CIRCUIT MODELS

Open and short source impedances are physically modelled
by a line terminated with an inductance (short) or capacitance
(load) (see [19], [25]). Following [26], the reflection coefficient
of a terminated line is given by

Γi =
Γ1

(
1− e−2γ` − Γ1ΓT

)
+ e−2γ`

1− Γ1 [e−2γ`Γ1 + ΓT (1− e−2γ`)]
(60)

where Γ1 is the transmission line reflection coefficient, ΓT is
the impedance of the termination, ` is the transmission line
length, γ is the propagation constant along the transmission
line. Γ1 is related to Zc, the characteristic impedance of the
line, by

Γ1 =
Zc − Zr
Zc + Zr

. (61)

Calibration kits provide a table of calibration standard defini-
tions, from which Zc can be determined for a given frequency.
Specifically, the manufacturer provides an offset delay τofs (in

ps), offset loss at 1 GHz lofs (GΩ/s), and offset impedance
Zofs, from which Zc and γ` are found:

ZC =

(
Zofs +

Zofs

2ω

√
fGHz

)
− j

(
lofs

2ω

√
fGHz

)
(62)

γ` =

(
lofsτofs

2Zofs

√
fGHz

)
+ j

(
ωτofs +

lofsτofs

2Zofs

√
fGHz

)
(63)

In the Agilent 85052D calibration kit [22], the inductance
model for a short circuit is a third-order polynomial in
frequency

Lsh(f) = L0 + L1f + L2f
2 + L3f

3 (64)
Zsh = j2πfLsh(f). (65)

Similarly, the capacitance model for an open circuit is

Cop(f) = C0 + C1f + C2f
2 + C3f

3 (66)

Zop = −j(2πf)−1. (67)

From these equations, a model for Γop and Γsh may be formed.
Calibration standard definitions for the open and short are
summarized in Tab. I.

The 85052D open and short have electrical specifications
of ±0.65◦ and ±0.50◦ deviation from nominal, respectively,
at DC to 3 GHz.

TABLE I
AGILENT 85052D OPEN/SHORT CALIBRATION DEFINITIONS

Open
Offset delay 29.243 ps
Offset loss 2.2 GΩ/s

C0 49.433× 10−15 F
C1 −310.13× 10−27 F/Hz
C2 23.168× 10−36 F/Hz2

C3 −0.15966× 10−45 F/Hz3

Short
Offset delay 31.785 ps
Offset loss 2.36 GΩ/s

L0 2.0765× 10−12 H
L1 −108.54× 10−24 H/Hz
L2 2.1705× 10−33 H/Hz2

L3 −0.01× 10−42 H/Hz3

Offset impedance Zofs=50 Ω
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